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Foreword

“You are what you eat,” they say, and medical research has now established that the foods and type of diet we consume have a profound effect on our health and well-being. The latest scientific evidence overwhelming supports a healthy vegetarian diet as the best nutritional approach for the prevention and even the treatment of most of the major diseases Western societies face today. Vegetarians have better health than omnivores, and there are many factors in plant foods and plant-based diets that contribute to optimal health. The research shows that vegetarians are less likely to be obese, have less hypertension, less heart disease, less diabetes, and less colon cancer. Vegetarians are only half as likely to suffer from rheumatoid arthritis, kidney stones, and gall stones.

When it comes to achieving optimal nutrition through diet, vegetarians also win hands down. The vegetarian diet supplies more health-supporting, disease-preventing nutrients than nonvegetarian diets. Vegetarians consume approximately two to three times more fiber than omnivores. They consume more antioxidants and phytochemicals that protect against diseases such as cancer, heart disease, stroke, arthritis, and other conditions. Vegetarians have higher folate intakes, which may protect against birth defects and heart disease. And vegetarians consume less of the saturated fat and cholesterol that increase the risk of developing heart disease and some forms of cancer and also avoid heterocyclic amines, which are produced by cooking red meat and linked to an increased risk of cancer.

The question is often asked, “Can’t non-vegetarians reap the benefits of a healthy diet by increasing their intake of plant foods and decreasing their meat intake?” Yes, it is true that the more plant foods people incorporate into their diet the healthier they will become. However, the most recent health science research, including the important Adventist Health Study, suggests that vegetarians enjoy even better health than semi-vegetarians who eat meat in limited quantities. The vegetarian diet has so much more to offer when it comes to health and longevity. The ideal diet would be to eliminate the meat, fish, and poultry from the diet altogether and go vegetarian.

Making the change to a vegetarian diet can be difficult at first. For some people it takes a lot of nutrition and culinary education, new recipes and meal plan ideas, and just plain discipline to follow a healthier diet. Frankie Avalon Wolfe has now made it easier to make the change with the help of her book, The Complete Idiot’s Guide to Being Vegetarian, Second Edition.

The valuable information contained in its pages will give you all the information you need and help make the process easy.

As Frankie points out, “meatless doesn’t mean tasteless.” You will discover many wonderful, delicious, and nutritious vegetarian foods in these pages that will be pleasing to your palate, as well as many good reasons to try them. Life is made up of the
choices that we make. By making the decision to follow a healthy vegetarian lifestyle, you will do more to improve your health and wellness than anything else you could do. The book you now hold in your hands will serve as a tremendous guide and reference for you in your efforts to make the change.

John Westerdahl

John Westerdahl, M.P.H., R.D., C.N.S., is a faculty member and Director of Continuing Education for the American Academy of Nutrition. He is the Director of Health Promotion and Nutritional Services for Castle Medical Center in Kailua, Hawaii, and is the Nutrition Editor for Veggie Life magazine.
Introduction

Many business travelers I meet tell me that they would like to eat less meat, or even go vegetarian, if they just knew how. It doesn’t take much not to eat meat, but it does take a little creativity to have a satisfying meal without the use of meat—until you get into the swing of it, of course. This book will serve not only to strengthen your desire to cut meat from your diet (by revealing some things you probably didn’t know about what’s really between your hamburger buns), but will give you some satisfying, delicious, and nutritionally dense alternatives.

Part 1, “The Beef About Going Meatless,” gives you a brief Introduction to vegetarianism, where you’ll have fun getting oriented to the idea of giving up meat. You can take a light-hearted multiple-choice test to understand how responsive you are to the idea of vegetarianism. You’ll see who else is going veg and why.

Part 2, “Eating for Health, Meatlessly,” is the educational part of the book, where you’ll discover what types of plant-based diets there are. This is where you’ll be introduced to the vegetarian food pyramid, supplements to consider as a vegetarian, and all the healthful benefits of many vegetarian staple foods.

Part 3, “Veggin’ Out for Your Health,” makes the case for being vegetarian for your health. You’ll learn how limiting meat is better for your heart, your bones, and your overall physical well-being. This part will help convince you that it is a wise healthful choice for you to be a vegetarian.

Part 4, “Starting Your Meatless Lifestyle,” is the practical section, where you’ll learn what tofu and other “weird” vegetarian foods look like and how and where to find them. We’ll also plan meals together, and I’ll give you practical suggestions on making delicious meals and snacks.

Part 5, “Lifestyles of the Rich and Meatless,” covers the lifestyle aspects of the new vegetarian and reveals tips on how to travel, dine out, do business, handle social situations, eat for health during pregnancy, raise vegetarian kids, and feed your friends and family enticing veggie meals.

And finally, Part 6, “Your Choice Affects the World,” will take your diet a step beyond. You will see the many other reasons that inspire the environmentally concerned, the spiritually or religiously oriented, and the compassionate animal lover to give up animal products. The final chapters reveal some of the behind-the-scenes makings of meat and the needless animal testing for cosmetics and household products, and then offers the vegetarian or compassionate meat-eater some easy ways to choose cruelty-free products.
This book will not only help you eat less meat, but will make your transition fun, simple, and exciting, and will hopefully present you with a few ideas you might not have thought about before. Whether you are just interested in eating less meat overall or you are considering being a pure vegetarian or starting a business in the veg scene, this book will take you as far as you are ready to go.

Now, let’s take a look at some nifty illustrated boxes you’ll find throughout these pages:

**Sprouts of Info**

Sprouts of Info boxes include practical tips, tidbits, and miscellaneous pieces of information you can use to make your life easier. Statistics or interesting facts and other useful information on the topic might also be included here.

**Lettuce Explain**

Lettuce Explain boxes contain definitions for the terms that might not be familiar to you as a new vegetarian. A full glossary of all these terms can be found in Appendix A, “A Veggie Vocabulary.”

**Steer Clear**

Steer Clear boxes are warnings. They give you some things to watch out for and some things to be aware of so that you can make better choices.
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**Trademarks**

All terms mentioned in this book that are known to be or are suspected of being trademarks or service marks have been appropriately capitalized. Alpha Books and Macmillan USA, Inc., cannot attest to the accuracy of this information. Use of a term in this book should not be regarded as affecting the validity of any trademark or service mark.
Part 1

The Beef About Going Meatless

This is the part of the book where I grab your attention and make you want to give up meat for a while. It is an introduction (a meatless appetizer if you will) to why many people give up meat, and it will probably give you more than one interesting reason why you might want to follow that example. It should clear up any misconceptions that you have about vegetarians and their diets. You'll also see that vegetarianism is not meant for the fanatical dieter. This section is written as a balanced, reasonable guide to help you eat better, live better, and feel better, all with little or no meat in your diet.
Why Eat Less Meat?

In This Chapter

- Learn why many are giving up meat
- Discover why eating less meat can make you feel better
- Use your diet to facilitate other changes
- Take a fun quiz to see whether you are a natural vegetarian
- Become a new you

Congratulations! You are holding a book that could change your life for the better forever!

There are many reasons you might have picked up this book: Maybe you’ve met a vegetarian who seems so healthy and vibrant that you are inspired to go meatless for a while yourself. Maybe your 16-year-old just informed you that meat is disgusting and he’s going vegetarian, and you need to know what to cook him for dinner. Or maybe you were told by your cardiologist or a concerned significant other to “give up the beef or else!”

This chapter will briefly address many of the reasons for going vegetarian. Then, in later chapters, we’ll look at these and more reasons why many give up the meat habit. By the time you’re done with this book, you’ll have a myriad of reasons to continue with your new way of eating. But first, we’re going to walk through the process of making the transition both comfortably and nutritiously into your new diet. No fad diets here—just good old healthy, appetizing, nourishing, scrumptious food, without the meat! Now, let’s get on to the meat of this chapter, so to speak.
Why Not Eat Meat?

Let’s face it, meat eating is engrained in our society, and vegetarianism isn’t for everyone. But millions of folks are either cutting down on their meat consumption or cutting it out completely. Why? There are a variety of reasons, and they can be divided into four broad categories:

1. **Medical- and health-related reasons.** Several conditions are linked to a diet high in animal products, and many are trying to avoid them by going meatless. There are also conditions for which doctors will advise staying away from meat, including irritable bowel syndrome, poor digestive capacity, other colon-related conditions, stroke, heart disease, high cholesterol, gout, arthritis, osteoporosis, obesity, acne, kidney disease, and liver disease.

2. **Environmental and economical concerns.** Those who want to help conserve the earth’s natural resources can do so by avoiding meat. I’ll also show you in later chapters that by making the change to a whole foods, vegetarian diet, you can save a bundle at the grocery store.

3. **Philosophical, ethical, and compassionate reasons.** Religious and spiritual convictions, ethical concerns over the right to kill animals when alternatives exist, and just plain compassion for other living beings compels many to pass on meat.

4. **Food safety fears.** Fear is a strong motivator, and concerns over Mad Cow disease, food poisoning, hormones, chemicals, antibiotics in meat and animal products, pesticides, and E. coli contamination can be reason enough for many to give up meat.

Whatever your reasons for eating less meat, this book will help to clarify why going vegetarian can be the best decision you’ve ever made. After you learn about the cons of a meat-based diet, we’ll walk through the process of switching to a plant-based diet. I’ll also show you how you can live as a healthy, satisfied vegetarian, easily and economically.

**Meatless or Vegetarian?**

Did someone say vegetarian? Before you meat-eaters get vexed, I want to inform you that this book is also written with you in mind. Although I will be helping you to get comfortable with a more vegetable-based diet, if you still choose to eat meat, occasionally or otherwise, you’ll be equipped with information on making better choices when choosing animal products.

You can use this book as a guide for making your diet as healthy and delicious as you want, with or without meat. It is truly designed for anyone who is interested in a more creative and nutritious diet. As a bonus, it will also cover how to live with, work with, or date a vegetarian.
Veggie Soup for the Soul

"It is useless for the sheep to pass resolutions in favor of vegetarianism while the wolf remains of a different opinion."

—Dean Inge (1860–1954), British churchman, in "Patriotism," Outspoken Essays

The Many Faces of Meat

Now, before you order that ham and cheese sandwich, hold the ham; let's talk a little about what we mean by meat. We will use the term in this book broadly to refer to animal flesh. This includes beef (also known as red meat), wild game of any variety, pork, lamb, fowl (a.k.a. poultry), or any parts thereof, such as liver, tongue, and so on.

Fish or seafood will have its own category, but when I refer to seafood, I will mostly be referring to animal life from the waters, such as fish, shrimp, clams, eel, turtles, and so on. Although some plant foods such as dulse, kelp, and other seaweeds also come from the ocean, they aren't considered seafood for our purposes.

Plant food is the main staple for any type of vegetarian—yes, there is a variety. We'll go into all the different types of vegetarian diets in Chapter 3, "Defining Meatless," but for now, you need to know that vegetarians are defined as people who eat mainly a plant-based diet and avoid meat.

Time for a Change

Are you ready for a change in your life? Maybe you've moved to a new city, you've started a new family, you have a new spouse, a new job, or you have just retired. Maybe your changes have come in less positive ways, such as recovering from a loss, surgery, or separation of some kind. The good news is that there is always up after down! What a great time to begin anew!
When you are feeling down about your body or if you aren't feeling the way you want to feel, consider that your body is continually rebuilding itself. For instance, your skin regenerates constantly. You have totally new palms every 24 to 48 hours! Wow! Your body is working on building new muscles, skin, tendons, and bones all the time. Every seven years all of your cells are new, making you a whole new person! Isn't that a concept?

Let me illustrate a bit more. Let's say you are 21 years old. By the time you hit your twenty-eighth birthday, you will be a brand-new woman or man. Not one cell that you had when you were 21 will be present in your 28-year-old body. You'll be a whole new physical person again at 35, 42, 49, 56, and so on, every seven years. See? It's never too late to begin a new healthy lifestyle.

If we are going to build and rebuild, why not rebuild a body on wholesome foods, fresh vegetables, and fruits? Nutrients are the elements that we take into our bodies to provide the raw materials needed to build new tissues. Why not give your body the raw materials it needs to build a strong cellular foundation for the next seven years?

Of course, as you age, your body's rebuilding processes naturally slow down. Therefore your body is going to need more and more help along the way. Your internal environment will appreciate it if you lighten the load by lessening your intake of damaging foods and increasing the things that you know are good for you. (And believe it or not, we all have some inherent instincts about what is good and bad for us, although sometimes we choose to ignore them.) But remember, if you don't like your body, you can start right now with some positive changes to ensure that your cells build a new you that you can live with.

**Expanding Your Mind**

It is going to take a little mental rearranging for you to change your eating habits. In fact most of our eating is just that—habit! Believe it or not, you probably do most of the things that you do and eat most of the things you eat because you have been conditioned to do so. And that's okay! But once you begin to stretch the limits of your thinking, you'll be surprised at the new avenues that will be opened up for you.

One thing about the brain is that it works a lot like a computer, and our thinking is the software. Well, we are going to create some new programs with this book. Once you get used to these new ideas and ways of doing things, you'll have what it takes to reprogram yourself.
Changing your behavior patterns actually creates new dendrites in your brain. These are the neural pathways that receive electrical signals from other neurons and conduct signals to the cells. Any new repeated behavior creates new dendrites, making pathways for the new behavior. Before you know it, your dendrites will be so well developed, you won’t be able to believe that you once were a meat-eater. And if you follow my nutritional suggestions along the way, you’ll soon feel healthier, attain your ideal weight, have more energy, and be better nourished than ever!

**Choosing Good Habits**

Building new behaviors or brain patterns gives you choice and free will. You will no longer simply go through the motions because of your habits. Let me demonstrate what I mean.

Karen is at work, and she’s feeling overwhelmed. Her lunchtime comes up, and because of her work-related stresses, she is anxious and irritable. She gets in her car, considers what to have for lunch, and thinks to herself, “Oh heck, I’m just going to run to the fast-food drive-thru and grab a burger and fries.” She does, and the sugar, fat, and extra carbohydrates actually do make her feel a bit calmer.

However, she beats herself up at the end of the day because she feels fat, and to make things worse, she’s hungry again because the fast-food sugar rush has dropped (most fast food is loaded with hidden sugar). She returns to work the next day and begins the cycle over again. This behavior sets up a pattern linking stress to foods high in sugar and fat. Every time Karen gets stressed, her pattern is to grab something that is not particularly good for her.

So how do we change habits like this? Well, it takes a little bit—okay, a lot—of consciousness. First you have to realize you have a pattern. Then you have to think about the fact that you have options, preferably meatless and healthier ones. Then you can stop, think, and make new choices. Do a little research and find a grocery store that has a wonderful salad bar or a health food store that makes delicious sandwiches. Then you can consciously make a choice to go there when you are stressed, and you’ll find that it quickly becomes a new habit for you.

Wouldn’t you rather have a habit that leads to better health? Let’s go a step further. How about if Karen signed up at a local health club near her job and walked on the treadmill for a half hour during lunch. She’d still have time to grab a salad or smoothie and some nuts and get back to work. This would help her manage the rest of the day with a clearer mind, and this behavior would soon become habitual.
As you work on programming yourself with these new habits, what once triggered you to grab a candy bar can now trigger a trip to the salad bar. It's simply a matter of training your brain and helping your body get adjusted to new ways of living, eating, and thinking. I'll give you some tips along the way and walk you through until your healthy lifestyle becomes a matter of healthy habits!

**Out with the Old**

This is a great time for a change, and giving up or cutting back on meat can be an excellent way to start. Consciously reducing your meat intake can help you on your way to new positive changes in your life, your health, your outlook, and your purpose.

One good way to get started is with a cleanse, which involves using herbs or eating specific foods for a short period of time to help clean out your elimination system. Many people give up meat during a cleanse and find they cannot go back to eating it afterward. Cleansing offers you a chance to feel lighter, cleaner, and healthier, and cleansing can often reverse health conditions that have affected you for years. (See the following Veggie Soup for the Soul for a recipe for an excellent herbal cleanse.)

In Part 3, “Veggin' Out for Your Health,” we will talk in depth about meat-eating and health conditions, but for now, suffice it to say that once you cleanse and go meat-free for a while, you will notice that all of your tastes begin to evolve. Instead of craving pork chops and bread and butter, you might feel as though you “crave” a fresh spring salad with extra slices of ripe avocado. So this doesn’t sound like it could ever be you? You might be surprised. Keep reading!

**In with the New**

Whether you decide to do an herbal cleansing or not, vegetables and fruits are a great way to help clean your system. This is especially true when you are not used to eating a lot of these foods. Sometimes you will experience intestinal gas for the first week or so as you introduce new fibrous foods to your digestive system.

Incorporating fiber and other bowel-cleansing foods into the diet is equivalent to sweeping a dirty concrete floor. In other words, when you begin sweeping up the hard, encrusted dirt from the floor, the dust (intestinal gas) will fly! Eventually, when the basement floor (your intestinal walls) are clean, the dust will settle. Then you will be able to enjoy a cleaner system. Since the intestines are where the body absorbs nutrients, you will also benefit by increasing your body’s ability to absorb nutrients from the foods you eat. This has its own benefits.
**Veggie Soup for the Soul**

To facilitate a body cleanse, it is wise to start with the colon. See your herbalist, if you have one, for a good cleanse or try this colon-cleansing drink for a week or two after you have given up meat.

Each morning, take ...

- Two to four capsules of psyllium hulls (pronounced *silly-um*).
- Two capsules of cascara sagrada.
- Chase it down with a glass of organic apple juice with a tablespoon each of aloe vera and liquid chlorophyll added.

The mixture of supplements will increase your bowel activity, so give it a try over a weekend or on a day you’ll be at home to see what your reactions will be.

**Meatless and Fancy-Free**

Have you ever felt guilty or had health concerns about eating meat? Lots of people do, and those are among the most common reasons for becoming a vegetarian. If you do give up meat, here are some questions you won’t need to ask yourself anymore:

- Will buying this beef contribute to cutting the rain forests that I’ve been hearing about?
- Is eating this big cheeseburger going to give me a heart attack?
- Has this meat been cooked thoroughly enough to kill bacteria that could give me food poisoning?
- I wonder whether I have the flu or whether it could have been that chicken sandwich I had yesterday?
- Will I be able to chew this nasty piece of gristle or will I have to spit it into my napkin?

In Chapter 24, “Saving Planet Earth,” we’ll go into more detail on how meat consumption affects the land and environment. In Chapter 8, “Meatless for a Healthier Heart,” I’ll show you how meat consumption can be related to heart health, and we’ll
also look at concerns about food safety. But for now, let’s continue thinking about change and how you can make the most of it, as we explore more reasons why many are passing on the meat.

**So You Want to Feel Healthier?**

Many folks are giving up meat for the health benefits. Not that all vegetarians are healthy or even health-oriented, but generally, a well-balanced vegetarian diet includes lots of fresh vegetables, fruits, whole grains, legumes or beans, nuts, and seeds. These foods all have nutritional benefits: They provide roughage, which helps to keep the bowels in shape; they contain a lot less fat than a diet centered around meat products. The fat they do contain is mostly monounsaturated fat—the healthiest kind. They also contain health-promoting phytonutrients not found in any animal product.

Therefore, increasing your intake of vegetarian foods is going to give your body benefits. When the body benefits, you feel healthier—and feeling healthier means feeling better.

**Don’t Follow the Herd**

Since most developed countries in the West host meat-centered cultures, living a meatless life is going to make you stand out from the crowd—or most crowds you are in, that is. This can work for you in some positive ways if you want it to, which we’ll talk about in later chapters.

No matter what, though, no one likes a smarty-pants. If you choose to go to a clean diet of fresh fruits and vegetables and decide to leave out meat for whatever reason, try not to make others around you uncomfortable. Meat-eating is still a personal choice, and everyone who goes vegetarian will do it when they are ready and not before. Skip to Chapter 18, “Mr. Meat-Free Goes to Work,” for more on table manners for the new vegetarian and to get some helpful suggestions on how to handle being invited over for a roast beef dinner.

Being different can force you to be a leader, turn you into a minority, and make you feel slightly more alone. It also can earn you a new sense of confidence because you are doing something you believe in. Making this choice usually requires a certain amount of education, too, and that is what this book is for. Being different, making an educated choice, and sticking to what you believe in require passion and make you a natural leader.
**Veggie Soup for the Soul**

Don’t be a smarty-pants just because you are convinced your way of eating is superior. When you are asked what you eat, for example, avoid saying things like, “I don’t eat anything with a face!”—even if it’s true. Most of the time, people who ask you are truly ignorant about a vegetarian lifestyle and are interested in your response. A simple, “I eat fresh fruits and vegetables, whole grains, nuts, beans, and seeds, and I feel fantastic,” will go farther to help get the positive word out about eating well without meat—even though it’s not as funny.

Have you ever thought about why you eat meat? You can take the following quiz and see where you fall in the carnivore spectrum. This might give you a good idea about how easy or difficult changing your habits will be for you.

**A Meatless Quiz**

Take this quiz to see how passionate you are about eating meat in the first place and to determine how much work this change might be for you. Choose the best answer for each question.

Note: Before you take this quiz, respond to the following statement:

I’m only giving up meat for my health, so let’s get on with it! (Yes or no)

If you answered yes, please skip to Chapter 8. Or take the quiz anyway. It can’t hurt to have a little fun.

**A Meatless Quiz**

1. Most pets I’ve had ...
   a. I’ve adopted from the pound.
   b. I’ve named Fluffy.
   c. I’ve won a blue ribbon for at the state fair—in the beef cattle category.
2. My name is synonymous with ...
   a. A season, animal, flower, or state of being (e.g., Autumn, Bambi, Daisy, Happiness).
   b. My father's or mother's name, what else?
   c. A vehicle, manly state of being, or cut of meat (e.g., Mac, Butch, Chuck).
3. Tofu is ...
   a. Soy bean curd. It's used as a meat substitute.
   c. For sissies.
4. As a child I ...
   a. Begged my dad not to go hunting.
   b. Ate what I was told to eat with no problems.
   c. Helped my folks slaughter the pig for supper.
5. The way I feel about eating meat is ...
   a. I don't eat a lot of it, but what else is there?
   b. I could take it or leave it.
   c. Beef, it's what's for dinner.
6. Choose your response to the following statement: "You can be well nourished, satisfied, and live a robust and healthy life as a vegetarian."
   a. Totally.
   b. I'm open.
   c. Skeptical at best.
7. Finish this sentence: If I stop eating meat I'll feel ...
   a. Better, thinner, and lighter.
   b. The same or better.
   c. Like a shriveled up anemic weakling.
8. A cardiologist is ...
   a. A doctor who deals with the heart.
   b. A specialist my uncle goes to.
   c. The reason I bought this book.
9. When I do eat meat, I usually prefer it ...
   a. Well done.
   b. Medium.
   c. Not far from walking.
10. I view the idea of going meatless as ...
   a. A new challenge and a way to improve myself.
   b. Just tell me what to do.
   c. The ultimate acquiescence.

11. The way I feel about vegetables is ...
   a. I like/love vegetables.
   b. I can eat vegetables.
   c. They’re good for garnishing meat.

Adding it all up:

Score your test by adding up your points for each answer. Then see how you rate.

For every A answer give yourself three points.

For every B answer give yourself two points.

For every C answer give yourself one point.

➤ If you scored 25 to 36 points, you are probably a natural-born vegetaran. You are going to love this new diet right away. You should feel better immediately after eliminating meat from your system. Your acquired tastes for meat will be replaced quickly, and you will soon be on your way to craving salads and brown rice.

➤ If you scored 13 to 24 points, you are the type of person who will eat whatever is put in front of you, so it’s just going to take some conscious thought on your part to change what you eat. After the initial adjustment in your shopping, preparing food, and ordering at restaurants, it will be easy because, after all, you are a creature of habit. You probably work best when you have a clear schedule or regime stuck on your refrigerator. See Chapter 17, “Meatless Meals,” for a list to get you started. Helping your spouse or partner go meatless with you will also help. In five or six years, when you’re ready for another change, look for my updated version of this book.

➤ If you scored 3 to 12, you are probably a natural meat-eater and are going to have to approach this change slowly. See Chapter 14, “The First Bite: Where’s the Beef?” and start by switching over to the meat substitutes once a week until you get the hang of it. You will probably crave meat once in a while even after you have eliminated it entirely. You may decide to eat meat occasionally, and we’ll talk about what your best choices are for that, too. The good news is that you are more than likely very adamant about the choices you make. Skeptics and critics are often the best advocates for a cause once we get them to change their minds. So give it a try, and I think you’ll be won over by this tasty, healthy, meatless lifestyle.
Reasons for Going Meatless

Meat production, and therefore meat consumption, have an impact on the earth no matter how you look at it. Some of you may be environmentalists and will be happy to know that, yes, your choice to give up meat does help the environment by saving water, making better use of the land, and decreasing pollution. Check out Chapter 24 for more on meat and the environment. In this introductory chapter, I just want to say that your choice does make a difference, and environmental concerns have led many people to either cut down on their meat consumption or go vegetarian altogether.

Spiritual and Religious Connections

Many people decide to go meatless for environmental or health reasons, but there are also some spiritual and religious beliefs that can give you a deeper reason to embrace your new choice. Maybe you can even reconnect with spiritual beliefs you have gotten too busy in life to put into practice. Many people find it much easier to embrace a change if it is connected to a higher value.

Maybe you are part of a religious group or you were raised in a religious family that taught about diet. Many religions restrict meat-eating either altogether or on certain days, and most have restrictions about what types of animals you may consume and even how the meat is prepared.

Many spiritual practices encourage a lighter diet. Some are based on the premise that as our soul evolves, our bodies, needs, and desires become lighter (closer to being spirit-like—as the soul is more ethereal). The idea is that if the body is busy digesting heavy meats and lifeless foods, it is not able to allow the mind to aspire to a higher purpose. It’s true that meat takes longer for the body to digest. It really can make some people feel heavier in body and in spirit.

On the other hand, those who need some grounding for their seemingly scattered thoughts can occasionally use a heavy meal to bring them back into reality. Beans are a good alternative to meat for this, as well as nuts and nut butters. We are going to get into the spiritual and religious connections to the diet in Chapter 25, “A Higher Purpose.”
Ethical Arguments

Sometimes ethics are connected to spiritual or religious beliefs; other times they are not. Atheists have a standard of ethics just as the religiously devout do.

Cutting out or reducing your consumption of animal flesh gives you a chance to look at the big picture and decide if the ethics of it all mean anything to you. If so, you’re in luck because, just as a spiritual or religious conviction about your lifestyle can help you not only adopt but also adamantly embrace a lifestyle choice, so can a strong sense of ethics.

The Cardiologist Said So

Getting you to lower your fat intake is probably what your cardiologist (if you have one) is most concerned with. The first thing that comes to mind when considering cutting fat is cutting out meat! Not only does reducing the amount of red meat in your diet normally cut your fat intake, it also lightens the load on your digestive system, your kidneys (which help control your blood pressure), your circulatory system, and your liver.

If the main reason you are going meatless is related to a circulatory system condition, feel free to skip right on over to Chapter 8 to read more details about meat and the heart. If you don’t care about all that anatomy and are simply taking your cardiologist’s (or spouse’s) word for it, skip to Chapter 14 to see how you can ease in to this new lifestyle without having to feel resentful.

No matter what your reasons for wanting to eat less or no meat, this book will address them, help you through the transition, and make you feel better and live healthier. And remember, when you get compliments on how good you look, recommend this book to others who ask what you’ve been doing!
The Least You Need to Know

- Changing what you eat takes a conscious effort at first but can soon become a healthy habit.
- Changing your diet can be a great way to facilitate change in your life.
- A balanced vegetarian diet can make you feel lighter and healthier.
- Your body is constantly building new replacement cells, which means it’s never too late to begin to feed your body better.
- People choose to become vegetarians for a variety of environmental, spiritual, and health-related reasons.
“Food is an important part of a balanced diet.”

—Fran Lebowitz (1950– ), Metropolitan Life, “Food for Thought and Vice Versa”

Okay, so you’ve decided you are going to give meatless a try. “What the heck,” you think, “sprouts and tofu can’t be all that bad, and if I take some protein powder every day, I’ll surely get enough protein. And maybe I’ll join a vegetarian commune so it’ll be easy for me to live and eat this way!”

Well, this chapter is going to show you that you don’t have to live in a commune, grow your own food, or supplement your diet with protein powders to live a healthy and happy vegetarian lifestyle. To top it off, I’m going to show you just how interesting—and yes, even delicious—your new diet can be!
Meatless Doesn’t Mean Tasteless

Lasagna, spaghetti, burritos, enchiladas, casseroles, stews, chili, burgers, pizza, nachos, stir fry, sandwiches, soups, salads, and pot pies ... does this sound like what a vegetarian eats? You betcha! Meatless does not mean tasteless, nor will you starve on a diet that doesn’t include meat.

Almost any dish you can think of that contains meat can be made to be just as tasty with the meat removed or replaced. Even restaurant owners are finding value in the fact that they can serve meatless dishes without purchasing any new ingredients.

Think about a taco salad for instance. Most taco salads contain ground beef. But as long as the restaurant serves beans, all you have to do is ask for no meat and extra beans, and you have a satisfying taco salad with corn chips, beans, cheese, lettuce, salsa, sour cream, guacamole, jalapenos, tomatoes, and onions. With all those ingredients you probably won’t even miss the beef!

This meal gives you plenty of protein, fat, carbohydrates, and fiber and can fill you up for the rest of the day. The salsa and tomatoes give you vitamin C, which also helps you to absorb the natural iron content in the meal. Plus you’ll be getting servings of grains, legumes, dairy products, and vegetables all in one entree!

So no doubt about it, meatless doesn’t mean tasteless. And if I’ve whetted your appetite for food, you can turn to Chapter 17, “Meatless Meals,” for some delicious ideas for vegetarian and vegan meals that you can whip up today.

The Power of Protein

Most of us connect protein with strength, muscle, stamina, and, of course, meat. That’s largely because of the early programming we received in school and on TV that told us that meat is the only source of protein. Believe it or not, though, vegetarians can and do get enough protein to survive and even to grow up big and strong. In fact, some of the world’s most powerful animals, like gorillas, elephants, and some types of whale, are strict vegetarians. These animals demonstrate that you don’t need protein from animal sources to build a strong, healthy body.

Some very active human athletes are vegetarians, too. Among them is the Linda McCormaye International bicycling team, which is made up entirely of vegetarians! The cyclists prove that you not only receive strength from a vegetarian diet, but also the stamina required to ride a bike at high speed for long distances!
The average daily requirements (according to the RDAs) for protein are listed in the following table. Remember, though, that there is really no such thing as average. Biochemically, we are all individuals with needs that depend on a variety of factors. These figures will give you some general guidelines to follow, but you’ll want to adjust them for your lifestyle, activity level, and state of health. Adult protein needs can be calculated as .8 grams per kilogram or .36 grams per pound body weight.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Grams of Protein Daily</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Infants (0 to 6 months)</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infants (6 months to 1 year)</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toddlers (1 to 3 years)</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Children (4 to 6 years)</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Children (7 to 10 years)</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preteen male (11 to 14 years)</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preteen female (11 to 14 years)</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teenager, female (15 to 18 years)</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teenager, male (15 to 18 years)</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female, healthy, average-sized adult (19 to 50+ years)</td>
<td>46 to 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female, pregnant</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female, nursing</td>
<td>62 to 65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male, healthy average-sized adult (19 to 50+ years)</td>
<td>58 to 63</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Protein Is as Protein Does**

Let’s talk about what protein does in your body so you can have an idea of why you need it. When you eat foods containing protein, your body turns the molecules from the food into smaller units known as amino acids, which are essential for building and repairing body tissues such as bone, muscle, hair, and fingernails.

Beyond giving you structure, the amino acids made from proteins also serve as chemical messengers. They help fight infection and aid in bringing oxygen from your lungs to other tissues of the body. Your body requires at least 20 amino acids to function properly. Of the 20, at least 8 are not manufactured by the body and are therefore considered *essential amino acids* that need to be supplied by your diet.

**Lettuce Explain**

*Essential amino acids* are amino acids that cannot be manufactured by the body and need to be supplied in the diet. These nine amino acids are lysine, isoleucine, leucine, methionine, phenylalanine, threonine, tryptophan, valine, and histidine.
Moringa is a common desert tree that produces an herbal supplement with super nutritional value. It includes all the protein of meat (meaning it contains all the amino acids that meat contains), and a single serving has more calcium than four glasses of milk and many other vitamins and minerals. In some countries doctors have been prescribing it to their patients to control diabetes, cure anemia, strengthen weak bones, and prevent malnutrition. It is being promoted in Senegal as part of its national diet. Maybe health really does grow on trees!

So why am I bothering you with all this detail? As a vegetarian, you might want to know a little bit about the protein issue because some objectors to vegetarianism will suggest that you cannot possibly be strong and healthy because you only consume incomplete proteins found in the vegetarian diet. (So if the gorilla example doesn’t convince them, try a little science!)

Plus, you’ll want to know for yourself that you are going to get everything you need out of your new diet (you will). So bear with me, and I’ll put your concerns about protein to rest for good, and you will be equipped to dispel the protein myth!

An incomplete protein is a protein that lacks one or more of the essential amino acids. Incomplete proteins mostly come from plant sources; however, not all plants are lacking in all the essential aminos, and all plant foods vary in which aminos they do have present. Any diet that contains a mixture or variety of foods will complete your proteins.

In simplest terms, you don’t have to worry about incomplete proteins because when you eat a food (let’s say an apple) that does not have all of the components of a complete protein, these incomplete molecules will basically hang around in your body until you later eat something that contains aminos that are complementary to the aminos in the apple (such as a handful of nuts). After you eat the nuts, the body will take care of the rest.
Complete proteins are proteins that contain all the essential amino acids. Animals and animal products provide complete proteins. Some plant sources, such as soybeans, contain all the essential amino acids and are therefore considered a complete protein too. It is almost impossible not to get enough protein in your diet, even as a strict vegetarian or vegan (those who don’t eat dairy products or eggs). If you are concerned anyway, just include a soy-based food in your diet every day, and you are ensured of a whole protein.

Since we weren’t created with a calculator in one hand to measure the food value of every item going into our bodies, we shouldn’t expect to have to make eating every meal fit into an algebraic equation. So, to ease your mind, there are only two rules you need to remember to get what you need from your meatless diet:

➤ Eat enough.
➤ Eat a variety of foods.

That’s all there is to it! To prove how easy and delicious a complete protein can be, here are some good vegetarian choices:

➤ Bean burritos (with or without cheese), served with Spanish rice
➤ Tempeh burger with French fries
➤ Nut butter and jelly sandwich on whole-wheat bread
➤ Stir fry with tofu, mixed vegetables, and brown rice
➤ Vegetarian bulgur chili
➤ Mixed green salad topped with three-bean salad

So the good news for vegetarians is that as long as you are eating a varied diet, you will get complete protein. Now that we’ve laid the protein myths to rest, let’s turn the tables and look at the dangers of too much protein in the diet.
Striking a Balance

An average adult vegetarian can more than exceed the daily protein requirement just by eating a lunch of a veggie burger (with or without cheese), pasta salad, and a glass of soy milk! This doesn’t include the protein from your oatmeal this morning or your bean burrito this evening.

However, most health-conscious vegetarians tend to desire lighter fare and gradually lose their taste for lots of high protein foods. The typical vegetarian diet consists of a wide variety of foods, and, therefore, being vegetarian can naturally help you to keep your protein intake level to a healthy medium.

Heavy meat and animal product eaters, on the other hand, easily create problems by getting too much protein since they not only get a great deal of it from meat and other animal products, but also from plants containing protein!

So what’s the problem with getting too much protein? To start with, the body can’t store it. Therefore, when you eat too much protein, the body has to work hard to process it, break it down, and excrete its by-product through the kidneys. This is a lot of work for the kidneys.

Second, breaking down extra proteins can make the body pH too acidic, which leads to a myriad of other health problems. One of the major contributors to osteoporosis and other bone-loss problems is over-acidity in the body. Consuming protein increases your need for organic forms (plant sources) of calcium (calcium is alkaline, which helps to balance the over-acidic condition). Too much protein in the diet is also a major contributing factor to kidney stones.

Enough Is Enough

In a nutshell, here’s what happens. First of all, the body always works to maintain a certain acid-alkaline balance known as pH. When you eat, the protein molecules from your food are broken down in the body and turned into a product that is considered acidic on the pH scale. The body compensates for this extra acid by searching out something alkaline to balance your pH. Calcium is an alkaline mineral, and the biggest source of calcium in the body is in the bones, so the body begins taking the calcium from the bones to calm the acid condition in your blood.

During this process, another problem occurs. In order for your body to utilize the raw calcium being taken from your bones, it needs another element, sodium. Sodium is found primarily in the fluid surrounding the cells in the body, and is essential for fluid and acid-base balance, nerve transmission, and muscle contraction.
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Since the body needs both calcium and sodium to correct an over-acidic condition caused by too much protein consumption, it will rob these items from your body’s own stores in the bones, joints, and stomach lining. If you have stomach problems, your sodium levels might already be insufficient to keep the calcium in solution. Calcium that you can’t break down or utilize properly is a nuisance to the body and can be a leading factor in painful kidney or bladder stones. The good news? Vegetarians rarely complain of kidney stones.

The biggest sources of sodium in the body are located in the stomach lining and in the joints. Your body has to remove this vital element from these areas in order to utilize the calcium being stolen from your bones. Eventually this will lead to symptoms that can include stiff joints, weakened bones, indigestion, and stomach troubles of all sorts.

A Bad Case of What?

How many people have you heard about who are suffering from osteoporosis or other types of bone deterioration, calcium deposits, dental caries, stomach and digestive troubles, stiff joints, gout, circulatory and blood pressure troubles, or kidney and bladder stones? These all can be directly related to too much protein in the diet!

On the other hand, those diseases related to a lack of protein, such as marasmus and kwashiorkor diseases, are rarely heard of in developed countries. The bottom line is that we all need sufficient protein in the diet to maintain health. The myth is that we need as much as most of us are actually consuming. A vegetarian diet helps to ensure that you will not be getting too much protein.

Who Are You Calling a Vegetable Dip?

Maybe getting enough protein isn't your major concern in all this. Maybe you are worried your buddies are going to think of you as wimpy or different, especially those guys out there from the “real men don’t eat quiche” school. Maybe you’re worried that you won’t know how you are going to handle it. If so, skip to Chapter 18, “Mr. Meat-Free Goes to Work,” for more on peer pressure and how to endure it.
The quick answer, however, for dealing with folks who tease you is to remember that people who harass you about your personal choices don’t care why you are doing what you are doing. What they care about is that they don’t look bad for doing something that you chose to avoid! That is the real truth; otherwise, they’d quietly respect your choice.

You will learn a lot about human psychology after you make a change that makes you a little different. You’ll learn that people only tease when they feel insecure about themselves, and something about your changes pushes their buttons. Knowing this, you’ll know that it is best not to bait these folks with holier-than-thou type comments, which can provoke an uncomfortable situation.

**Getting Comfortable**

Not that others’ insecurities are your problem, but if you don’t want to spend the energy debating vegetarian issues, most of the time you can quiet these attacks by saying you are restricting your diet for a time because of some health issues you are working on. Most people are sensitive to personal issues and won’t tease you or inquire beyond that. And your true friends are more than likely going to be supportive anyway.

Because many people have preconceived notions about what it means to be a vegetarian, you might want to hold off on any big announcements to give yourself some time to educate yourself and ease in to your vegetarian diet at your own pace. After reading this book, of course, you will have all the information needed to take on any challenge, but since this is still Chapter 2, you might want to lay low until you’ve read a little deeper.

**Not All Vegetarians Are Liberals**

You don’t have to change your political affiliation to become a vegetarian. You don’t have to demonstrate against Lloyd’s Furs to skip the ham in your ham and cheese sandwich either. Although many vegetarians have ethical reasons for eliminating meat from their diets, it doesn’t mean they all take those feelings to the polls. Vegetarians are libertarians, democrats, and even republicans! Some are liberal and some are conservative.
But it is true that those of us who live in developed countries where a variety of foods are available do have a choice about what we eat. I believe that we also have the responsibility to make educated choices, both about what we eat and what goes into the foods we choose. Vegetarianism is simply another personal choice we all get to make. It’s not for everyone, but it is certainly a viable dietary and even lifestyle choice.

Some Inspiring Vegetarians

Think of someone who has inspired you to eat less meat. Was this person a raving lunatic shouting “Save the cows!” outside a burger joint? Was it a vegetarian who appeared friendly, attractive, in shape, active, and bright-eyed and made you wonder if you might look that good if you went meatless? I bet I can guess your response. Just for fun, take a look at this list of some famous vegetarians and vegans. See if there isn’t someone in this list you think highly of.

> George Bernard Shaw—philosopher and playwright
> Alec Baldwin—actor
> Brigitte Bardot—model, actress, and animal activist
> Drew Barrymore—actress, vegan
> Kim Basinger—actress
> Dustin Hoffman—actor
> Bryan Adams—rock singer
> Brad Pitt—actor
> Joan Baez—folk singer
> Leonard Cohen—poet and musician
> Peter Gabriel—rock singer
> Melissa Etheridge—rock singer
> Boy George—rock singer
> Meatloaf (is that a contradiction or what?)—rock artist
> Hank Aaron—baseball great and home run champion
> B. J. Armstrong—basketball star
> Peter Burwash—tennis player
> Andreas Cahling—bodybuilder
> Joanna Conway—ice skater
> Sylvia Cranston—triathlete
> Sally Eastall—marathon runner, vegan
> Leonardo da Vinci—artist
> Charles Darwin—naturalist
> Thomas Edison—inventor
> Ralph Waldo Emerson—lecturer, essayist, and poet
> Sir Isaac Newton—scientist, astronomer, and mathematician
> Plato—philosopher
> Nikola Tesla—inventor
> Henry David Thoreau—author and philosopher
> Leo Tolstoy—philosopher and author
> Mark Twain—author, philosopher, and storyteller
> Alice Walker—author, vegan
> H. G. Wells—author
And this is only a tiny sample of the many, many famous and successful vegetarians. You can see they all have something special, and all have given or continue to give something special back to society. For more info, go online and visit The Vegetarian Pages at www.veg.org. This site has a huge list of famous vegetarians!

**It's Easier Than You Think**

Did you know that just recently Kraft Foods, the United States's number-one food packager, purchased the makers of the vegetarian Boca Burgers? That means that one of the largest food companies in the world has not only taken notice of a growing meatless market, it has bought into the industry to boot!

This news means that you will be seeing more and more advertising for meatless prepared foods, meatless frozen foods, vegetarian frozen entrees, and also, of course, the health benefits associated with eating less meat. You won't always have to find a health food store to get these alternative foods, either. More standard grocery stores are carrying them all the time. We'll talk about the benefits of shopping at health food stores later, but not everyone has access to these places, and making meat-free entrees available to more consumers is going to be good news for us all.

**Vegetarian Fast Food**

Another recent vegetarian news flash includes the rollout of a new fast-food restaurant chain called Healthy Bites Grill, which will be the first-ever restaurant chain to serve healthful, organic food in the fast-food format. The chain will target densely populated business areas and communities where the fast-food format suits the fast-paced lifestyle.

All these changes mean you won’t have to grow your own food to sustain yourself on a vegetarian diet. On the contrary, you will find more and more vegetarian choices at grocery stores, fast-food restaurants, and other eateries. As the trend continues and grows, you will find that it will become even easier to find tasty, satisfying vegetarian food wherever you go. Being vegetarian is getting easier and easier. And it looks as if in the future, vegetarian food will practically be coming to you!
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Recent tests indicate that kids’ tastes have a lot more to do with their mental conditioning than not. Blind taste tests showed that soy-based burgers were well received by most students. Then the students tasted the same burgers but were told they were soy beforehand. The kids gave them the thumbs down!

You Won’t Even Miss It

Even after being a vegetarian for a while, some people find the aroma of cooking meat appetizing. No doubt about it, there is nothing like the smell of charring flesh, whether you love it or hate it. Unfortunately for those who enjoy this aroma, there is no product you can sprinkle on your tofu to give it that barbecue smell. But I can guarantee that you can cook some veggie meals that will make even a confirmed meat-eater’s mouth water.

And here’s something else you can look forward to. After you’ve gone without meat for a while, you might find the smell does nothing for you. Did you ever meet an ex-smoker who can’t tolerate being anywhere near smoke? The same thing can happen to the meat-eater, and many seem to lose their affinity for the smell, taste, and texture of meat altogether, as long as their diet is equipped with enough iron, protein, and other nutrients to be satisfying.

But what many people really miss about meat is its texture, and being a texture person myself, I know all about that one! We’ll talk about this in Chapter 16, “Cooking at Home,” and you’ll see that there are some meat substitutes that your teeth might not believe are not meat! So you can have it all, without really eating it all, after all!
The Least You Need to Know

- Vegetarians tend to eat a variety of foods, which makes for a flavorful, nutritious, and interesting diet.
- Vegetarians who eat a variety of foods get all the protein they need to maintain health.
- There are more problems connected with too much protein in the diet than not enough.
- Vegetarians come from all walks of life and have a wide range of backgrounds.
- Meatless choices are becoming more and more available to everyone.
Okay, I’ve given you some reasons to give up meat, and I eased some of your initial fears about being a vegetarian. So what’s next? Well, now it’s time to learn about the various ways of being vegetarian. You will discover that there are different types of plant-based diets and learn the names that describe these diets and the people who follow them.

By the end of this chapter, you’ll be able to speak the language of the vegetarian, and you’ll probably begin to form some ideas about what type of diet and lifestyle appeals to you most. So the next time someone asks if you are considering going lacto, you don’t have to be offended—you’ll know just what he or she means. Read on!

Pescatarians: The Seafood Diet

Have you heard about the seafood diet? You see food, and you eat it! Well, that’s not quite the way it is for a pescatarian, also referred to as a pesco vegetarian. This term describes those who eat a mostly vegetarian (plant-based) diet, but also choose to eat seafood, such as fish.
Because the pescatarian diet includes a flesh product, some vegetarians don’t consider this type of diet to be true vegetarianism. Others disagree, and, in any case, it is a mostly plant-based diet.

Pescatarians face many of the same challenges with dining out, going to dinner parties, and staying healthy as pure vegetarians. If you decide to become a pescatarian, you’ll have to know what it means so that you won’t feel like a fish out of water among other pescos.

**Lacto Ovo Vegetarians: Dairy Delicious**

Many vegetarians are *lacto ovo vegetarians*. This type of vegetarian eats mostly plant foods but also dairy products and eggs. Strict vegetarians and vegans usually do not consider a lacto or lacto ovo vegetarian a true vegetarian because these diets include animal products.

Nevertheless, lacto and lacto ovo vegetarianism is the most popular vegetarian diet there is. Many people who later become pure vegetarians start out as lacto ovo vegetarians. It can be a transition stage, or it can be permanent, depending on your needs and desire.

To keep this kind of vegetarianism straight, you need to be clear about what counts as dairy (lacto) because some people tend to lump eggs (ovo) along with it. Eggs, however, are not dairy, and have a category of their own. Dairy includes any product derived from animal milk. Examples of dairy foods include ...

- Cheese.
- Ice cream.
- Milk.
- Yogurt.
- Sour cream.
- Butter.

The popularity of lacto ovo vegetarianism (or ovo lacto, whichever you prefer), is probably due to the fact that in a fast-paced, grab-a-meal-and-run lifestyle, it is simply easier for most people to accept dairy and eggs among their food choices than to find items that are entirely plant-based.
Vegan alternatives to dairy are becoming more common, though, and, even if you decide to stick with a lacto ovo lifestyle, I'll make sure you know what great alternatives are out there. It might surprise you how tasty many of these dairy-free products can be. You might find that some dairy alternatives taste even better than the dairy-based foods!

**Ovo or Lacto?**

Lacto ovo vegetarians can also be divided into either category, such as an ovo vegetarian who eats eggs but no dairy, or the reverse: a lacto vegetarian, who consumes milk products but no eggs.

Are you getting confused? Here's an example that might help. This is what each kind of vegetarian might have for a big Sunday breakfast:

- **Lacto ovo vegetarian:** A cheese omelet with hash browns, glass of orange juice, and buttered toast
- **Lacto vegetarian:** Hash browns with onions and peppers, topped with melted cheese, a dollop of sour cream, glass of orange juice, and buttered toast
- **Ovo vegetarian:** Veggie omelet (no cheese) with hash browns, glass of orange juice, and toast with honey (no butter)

**Sprouts of Info**

Fortunately, healthful foods are becoming more available. For example, in southern California, almost every street corner has a vegetarian restaurant or, at the least, a restaurant that offers vegetarian or vegan choices. Now, in the United States at least, meatless is becoming more popular, and we are seeing more vegetarian entrées in more and more restaurants.

**A Good Egg**

I bet you've figured out by now that the term ovo (pronounced ah-voe) means egg. Let's talk a little about eggs here to see why the ovo and lacto ovo vegetarians might keep them in their diet.

Some benefits of eggs include ...

- Eggs are a good source of protein.
- Eggs are a whole food and are neatly packaged.
- Egg yolk contains lecithin, which is known for its capability to emulsify fat in the diet and to help reduce the cholesterol in your arteries. Lecithin is also a brain food.
- Eggs taste good to some people.

Unfortunately, eggs also have a bad side, but we are just learning in this chapter, not judging. If you are considering eliminating eggs from your diet, see Chapter 13,
“High Ho the Dairy, Oh!” for the less sunny side of eggs and for a list of egg and dairy substitutes.

**Maintaining Your Friendship with Ben & Jerry**

I think the secret reason many vegetarians choose to go lacto ovo is due to the influence of two friendly men from Vermont who make an outrageously good ice cream known as Ben & Jerry’s. A strict vegetarian or vegan would, of course, have to forego this pleasure, but ice cream isn’t off limits to the lacto ovo vegetarian, and as long as you pick brands that don’t have eggs, even lacto vegetarians can enjoy it!

**Other Terms for Meatless**

In addition to these basic kinds of vegetarians, there are all sorts of diets that some people want to include under the umbrella of vegetarianism. Although technically a vegetarian is one who eats a strictly plant-based diet, there’s room in this book for all sorts. Let’s take a look at some semi-vegetarian labels:

- **Pollo vegetarians** are folks who avoid fish and all meats but eat poultry.
- **Pesco pollo vegetarians** avoid red meat but eat fish and poultry.
- **Psuedo vegetarians** or **semi-vegetarians** are mainly the people this book was written for, and maybe what you are already—a person who has cut back on his or her meat consumption in general but is not a vegetarian (yet).

Beyond the realm of the vegetarian diet, we also find the fruitarian, who consumes only fruits, nuts, seeds, and vegetables whose harvest doesn’t kill the plant, and the breatharian, who lives on—guess what? Actually the breatharian philosophy is quite interesting, and I’ll touch on it in Chapter 25, “A Higher Purpose,” just for your enlightenment. For now, let’s stick with eliminating the meat, shall we?

**Ronald McDonald or Ronald Vegan?**

Although my clever title may have thrown you for a phonetic loop, the term vegan is correctly pronounced *VEE-gun*. It is among the strictest forms of vegetarianism and includes products and choices that go far beyond food.

Being vegan is truly a clean way of eating, but it is much more than a diet—it’s a lifestyle. Vegans don’t eat flesh, seafood, dairy, or eggs, and they do not eat any product derived from animals or insects, such as honey. Some vegans also refuse to eat yeast products.
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Although Argentineans eat more beef than people in any other country, statistics show that beef consumption there fell 12.3 percent from 1990 to 1994. This is due to several factors, including a recession that dropped chicken prices below beef prices. Improving their health seems to be another concern, as it is reported that Argentineans are now exercising more and eating more pasta, salads, tofu, and poultry. And for the first time in Buenos Aires, ethnic restaurants that serve vegetarian fare, including Chinese, Japanese, Indian, and African, are being opened.

Vegans live cruelty-free and do not incorporate animal products in any way in their diet or clothing. They follow lifestyle restrictions that exclude the wearing or use of any animal-derived products, such as leather, silk, wool, gelatin, or lanolin.

Choosing a vegan lifestyle is a wonderful ideal, although it is admittedly a more difficult way of life for most people. Living as a vegan forces you to analyze and inspect every purchase you make and every food item you order, and to question everything that comes across your plate. It takes education and lots of effort and creativity, and it’s not for everyone.

Letting Go of Leather

I know from experience since I attempted to live as a vegan for a time. I decided to become a vegan after I learned about the typical farming practices used to obtain dairy products and eggs, but I soon found that it was going to take even more effort than I originally signed up for.

I had no problem ordering my shoes and handbags from a company that made only nonleather products (and I’ll share some addresses with you in later chapters). I got rid of all my leather goods and wool, traded my down coats for polyester, and eliminated all products that were tested on animals and replaced them with cruelty-free cleaners and cosmetics.

Sprouts of Info

The term vegan was invented by the United Kingdom Vegan Society in the 1940s. The pronunciation VEE-gun has also been adopted by the American Vegan Society and is generally the most widely accepted way to pronounce the term.
The diet part of the vegan lifestyle was much easier since I was already living as a lacto ovo vegetarian. I replaced cow’s milk with soy milk and eggs with egg-replacement powder, and my diet was still very delicious and fulfilling.

However, once I thought I had it all nailed down, I went to a vegetarian society potluck and was told by another vegan that she couldn’t eat my dish because it contained soy cheese. I found out that this particular soy cheese has an animal by-product in it called casein. Who knew? Then I learned that the encapsulated herbs I was taking were made with gelatin capsules. So? I thought, Jell-O is made from gelatin, and Jell-O isn’t an animal product. Guess again. Gelatin is made from the boiled hoofs, hides, and bones of animals.

**Not So Sweet**

Next I was informed that refined sugar products were completely out of the picture because the sugar is filtered through animal bones to refine it. But I couldn’t replace sugar with honey because that infringed on the rights of the bees (and I really do think bees are cute!). Needless to say, the list of things I was doing that fell outside the lifestyle of the pure vegan began to grow.

I ultimately decided that I couldn’t fully put my money where my mouth was and live a completely vegan lifestyle. I was discouraged by the fact that our society, our foods, and our products are so infiltrated with animal ingredients that I had to remain vigilant practically 24 hours a day to avoid using an animal by-product. It wasn’t as simple as being your basic vegetarian and not wearing fur.

I have of course kept my compassion for animals but the pressure of analyzing every detail was too much. I eventually settled into being a lacto ovo vegetarian and finally switched to a lacto vegetarian diet, which made me feel better overall. I came away from the experience with a whole lot of information and some positive choices that were easy to stick to. I sure do admire the drive of the vegan!
Living the Vegan Life

If you look at it another way, living as a vegan can be very simple, if you choose not to get caught up in our fast-paced, traveling, dining-out lifestyle. Many vegans grow their own foods, eat out only rarely, do not eat prepared foods, and are happy to live that way, thank you very much! And if you're fortunate enough to live in an area that has a lot of vegans, like southern California, this lifestyle can be much easier and you'll have more choices for shopping and dining.

Did you ever wonder how some of those famous movie stars are able to live vegan lifestyles? Movie people generally work very hard and lead very busy lives, but then again, many live in cities that offer a variety of food choices. And then, of course, maybe they have cooks that worry about all the food details for them!

Please don’t let my story discourage you from going vegan. It is a very clean and wonderful lifestyle if you can manage it. These days it is getting easier to obtain vegan meals, clothing, cosmetics, and herbs, and I’ll give you some tips on how to find them.

I’ll also help you to learn how to spot hidden animal ingredients in foods where you wouldn’t suspect them to be. If you are interested in why vegans choose to practice such a restrictive lifestyle, check out the details in Chapter 27, “The Joy of Being Humane.”

Hold the Mayo

Among the most popular foods vegans avoid is mayonnaise, which is made from eggs (lacto vegetarians have to skip it as well). So what do you smear on your sandwich? Well, there’s always mustard. If that doesn’t do it for you, here are some other suggestions:

➤ **Nayonnaise.** A mayo substitute made from tofu.

➤ **Mashed ripe avocado.** It contains good oils for your body and gives some moisture to your bread, like mayo does.

➤ **Tofu.** You can use it to make your own “nay-o-naise” by mixing it in a blender with some lemon juice, a few drops of soy sauce, and some olive oil to make it creamy.
No Honey, Honey

Vegans do not eat honey because it is produced by bees. Instead, they use plant-based sweeteners such as black strap molasses, maple syrup, brown rice syrup, and stevia. See Chapter 4, “A New Food Pyramid,” for more on the different types of healthful sweeteners.

Let me stand up for the nutritional benefits of honey, however, and give you some interesting facts on this substance. Honey contains vitamins, minerals, and enzymes. A tablespoon of honey provides 11 mg of potassium, 1 mg of calcium, 1 mg of phosphorus, and trace amounts of iron, zinc, magnesium, selenium, copper, chromium, manganese—and zero fat!

If you choose to eat honey, do your best to purchase raw, unpasteurized, local honey from your own area. Raw honey contains natural enzymes and bacteria that are actually good for you, and they can’t survive the high heat of the pasteurization process. (Just remember not to give any kind of honey to children who are less than a year old—their systems aren’t mature enough to handle it.)

Unfiltered or strained honey contains some naturally occurring bee pollen, which is a nourishing substance in itself. Bee pollen contains enzymes, vitamins, and minerals and has been used to curb allergies and boost the immune system.

Honey tastes good to most people and provides a more complex sugar to the body than refined sugar does. Refined sugars go directly to the blood stream, forcing the pancreas to release insulin, which gives you a sugar high followed by a sharp low. Honey has some nutritional value, which gives it substance, and it therefore goes through your system just a little bit more slowly than refined white sugar and can sustain your energy a bit longer.

A Raw Look at Macrobiotics

Although a macrobiotic diet is not necessarily a vegetarian diet, neither is this book about being purely vegetarian. Therefore, it’s only appropriate to cover the various diets that are mostly meatless, and macrobiotics is certainly one of these.
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When you purchase honey or bee pollen produced in your area, you will be taking in the pollen of the flowers and plants that surround you. If you suffer from pollen allergies, you can utilize bee pollen or strained honey in tiny amounts to build up your resistance. However, you need to be very careful with bee pollen and unfiltered honey if you are allergic to bees. Check with your health care practitioner before you experiment on your own.

Forty years ago, Michio and Aveline Kushi from Japan introduced a grain- and vegetable-based diet called macrobiotics to the United States. The philosophy behind it says that the energy of natural foods can be used to bring balance to the body, which restores health. It is based on the principals of yin and yang, which are life force energies. Different foods are categorized as being more yin or more yang, as are different conditions of the body. The idea is that you can help your body back to balance by giving it more yin- or more yang-type foods. When the body is harmonized, it is free of disease.

Those following a macrobiotic diet consume organic (with an emphasis on organic) whole grains, steamed vegetables, and some seafood, although most animal products are excluded. The diet excludes refined products (such as flours and sugars), any processed foods, and those containing chemicals, dyes, and preservatives.

Like veganism, the macrobiotic diet is a lifestyle choice that requires education and dedication. In return, it has rewards: Most folks on a macrobiotic diet claim that it changed their lives by improving their health. Many believe that they have overcome serious illnesses by using this diet. A macrobiotic diet emphasizes whole live foods in well-rounded, balanced combinations. It is also important that they be prepared correctly in order to avoid altering their life-giving properties. Therefore, microwaves, which are believed to change the life force of a food, are forbidden, and cooking over an electric range is undesirable. A gas stove is the preferred method.

Lettuce Explain

A macrobiotic diet is based on the Asian concepts of yin and yang, which are life force energies. Different foods containing more yin or more yang are used to restore the body to balance. It emphasizes whole organic foods but is not strictly vegetarian.
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Eventually, as the heavier meat residues leave your body, you will find that you crave meat less. Your tastes will change, and someday you might come back to the chart and say, oh, I guess I’ve evolved into an ovo vegetarian! But why stop there? If you are feeling good as an ovo vegetarian, maybe you’ll consider going vegan, or you might sign up for a macrobiotic cooking class. It’s all up to you. The better you feel, the more likely you’ll be to work on eating cleaner and more healthful foods.

Mix and Match

Now that we’ve discussed some diets that involve eating little or no meat, with all their variations, let’s sum it all up in a neat reference table. You can use it to help you “find yourself” in the vegetarian spectrum, and it will help you see where you might want to take your diet in the future. And if you invite a guest over for dinner who informs you he’s a pesco pollo vegetarian, you can refer to the following table and figure out what not to cook!

Vegetarian Diets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>What They Don’t Eat</th>
<th>What They Do Eat</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lacto ovo vegetarian</td>
<td>animal flesh or seafood</td>
<td>eggs, dairy, and plant foods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ovo vegetarian</td>
<td>animal flesh, dairy</td>
<td>eggs and plant foods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lacto vegetarian</td>
<td>animal flesh, eggs</td>
<td>dairy and plant foods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pollo vegetarian</td>
<td>seafood, animal flesh</td>
<td>chicken and plant foods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pesco pollo vegetarian</td>
<td>animal flesh</td>
<td>fish, poultry, and plant foods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pescatarian or pesco vegetarian</td>
<td>reduced meat consumption</td>
<td>mostly plant foods, dairy, eggs, and occasional meats</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fruitarian</td>
<td>animal flesh, fowl</td>
<td>fish and plant foods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>eggs, dairy</td>
<td>fruits and vegetables which do not kill the plant when they are harvested, such as apples</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>What They Don’t Eat</td>
<td>What They Do Eat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strict vegetarian</td>
<td>animal flesh, seafood, dairy, eggs</td>
<td>plant foods, honey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vegan</td>
<td>animal flesh, seafood, dairy, eggs, honey, any product derived from an animal such as leather, wool, silk, gelatin, or lanolin</td>
<td>plant foods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Macrobiotic diet</td>
<td>any denatured product (processed food, refined flour, sugar), microwaved food, foods cooked on electric stoves, most animal flesh</td>
<td>whole grains, lightly steamed vegetables, some fresh seafood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breatharian</td>
<td>food</td>
<td>air</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Feel free to mix and match to suit your needs. How about a pesco lacto ovo vegetarian? That would be one who eats seafood, dairy, and eggs, but no animal flesh or fowl. (I’m married to one of these!) The choices are endless. The main concern is that you find a place where you are comfortable making changes in your diet. Maybe you’ll want to experiment with the more restrictive ones as your tastes evolve.

Next I’m going to teach you all about the benefits of plant-based foods, and we’ll take a look at some of the drawbacks to animal products. That way you’ll not only make an educated decision, but you’ll also be well-nourished by vegetarian foods along the way. We will take a look at a new food pyramid that does not include flesh products at all and will make sure you are getting plenty of nutrition from the plant kingdom.

### The Least You Need to Know

- There is a wide variety of meatless or semi-meatless diets you can follow.
- A pescatarian does not eat animal flesh but does eat seafood.
- An ovo lacto vegetarian eats eggs and dairy products. An ovo vegetarian eats eggs but no dairy; a lacto vegetarian dairy but no eggs.
- A vegan is a strict vegetarian who eats no animal products and also does not wear or use them.
- A macrobiotic diet is not a vegetarian diet, but involves eating organic whole foods and stresses the importance of balancing yin and yang.
Part 2

Eating for Health, Meatlessly

Now that you’ve got some good reasons to give up the meat and you understand that you won’t starve, you are going to need to see what forms of vegetarianism are available. This section gives you the overview on the “what-else-is-left-without-meat” questions you might have about your new diet, and educates you about the nutrients and benefits found in the plant kingdom. You will certainly see how and why vegetarians can be the healthy minority. This section is going to make you feel good about eating your veggies. Read on, chop, chop!
A New Food Pyramid

In This Chapter

➢ Learn about the benefits of the staple foods of the vegetarian
➢ Discover how to prepare grains to bring them to life
➢ Understand the value of nuts and seeds in the diet
➢ Use fruit to clean your system
➢ Learn about some healthful sugar substitutes

Now that you know which vegetarian-based diets exist, I want to take you on an exploration of their mainstay—vegetation! When you think vegetarian, don’t imagine you’ll be deprived of hearty filling meals. You don’t have to graze on rice cakes topped with sprouts—ew! No, vegetarianism embraces a plethora of foods from the plant kingdom! We have beans, nuts, seeds, grains, fruits, and, oh yes, vegetables.

If you have a sweet tooth, rest assured that you can have your cake and eat it, too. And since beer, wine, and other spirits are vegetarian, we’ll talk about adding that option to your diet healthfully as well. Let’s take a closer look at how healthful some of these foods can be so you can get a taste for the benefits you will receive from them!

Beans, Beans, They’re Good for Your Heart

You remember that rhyme don’t you? Beans, beans, good for your heart, the more you eat, the more you ... I don’t remember the rest of it. But seriously, could there be any truth to that silly little poem about beans? Are they good for your heart?
Let's spill the beans on the general benefits of legumes:

- They provide a good source of fiber.
- They are satisfying and can fill you up.
- They are low in fat.
- They taste good.
- They go with just about anything.
- They provide a low-fat dietary source of protein.
- Added to rice, they provide a complete protein.
- In general they are richer in calcium than meat.

We know that lowering your intake of dietary fat and increasing dietary fiber is good, not only for the intestinal tract, but for heart health too. And you probably know that you do need protein to maintain and rebuild muscle tissue, and the heart is a muscle. Beans and legumes provide protein. Given all that, I'd say that beans and legumes really are good for the heart! The more you eat them, the more you ... have a healthy heart! Yeah, that's how it goes!

**Well-Rounded Proteins**

Remember when we talked about proteins back in Chapter 2, “Smokin’ the Meatless Myths,” and learned how a well-rounded, varied diet contains all the protein your body needs? Well, although most beans (with the exception of soybeans) provide an incomplete protein, you’ll get what you need as long as you eat some type of vegetable or other type of grain on the same day to complete the protein.

Keep in mind that it’s hard not to get enough protein with a varied diet! As long as you’re not eating the same food over and over and over, the plant kingdom will take care of all your protein needs. Beans can work as a replacement for meat in many meals and are great garnished with vegetables or thrown in stews, chili, and casseroles.

**Beans or Legumes?**

The words *legumes* and *beans* are often used interchangeably. There are some technical differences that only farmers care about, but for our purposes, they basically refer to the same thing. Some popular legumes include peas, lima beans, soybeans, lentils, kidneys, garbanzos, navy beans, pinto beans, black beans, and the list goes on.
Technically the legume category also includes peanuts, but because most of us categorize peanuts as nuts, that's where we're going to leave them. (It's like a tomato technically being a fruit instead of a vegetable. Maybe so, but most of us think of and use it like a vegetable!)

**Stop the Music!**

Because beans are a good source of fiber, they can make you gassy. Fortunately, I know a few tricks of the trade to help eliminate this problem.

The outside of the bean contains a sugar substance called hemicellulose, which is chiefly responsible for causing the gas. To get rid of this coating on dried beans, spill off the water after you soak them and rinse them well again with fresh water before cooking them. If this isn't working, try some of the following tricks.

► Swallowing a food enzyme or two before consuming beans helps many digest them better. An enzyme supplement may contain varying mixtures of enzymes, including amylase, glucoamylase, and invertase. These help break down the carbohydrates in beans, which helps break down the cellulose in the legume's cell wall. Ask your herbalist, natural health care provider, or the specialist at the store where you purchase supplements for help choosing the best food enzyme for you.

► Add a drop or two of Beano to the pot of beans before you eat them. Beano is a commercial product found in most health food stores and super markets that eliminates the gas-producing effects of beans. Warning: Don't take this product if you have an allergy to penicillin.

► Chop a large carrot into a few pieces and add it to the beans while they cook, then throw away the carrot before eating the beans. The carrot sucks up the gaseous properties of the beans, and it works great for many.

Some people simply don't experience any gassy effects from beans. Many find that the problem goes away, or at least lessens, as they add more whole foods to their diets and start to eat beans more often. And it can't hurt to hum the little rhyme about beans while you eat ... that is, if you can remember how it goes!

**Grains for the Brain**

Grains are another staple food of the vegetarian diet. They provide starch, roughage, energy, and nutrients if they are prepared properly and eaten in a balanced manner.
Here are some of the benefits of whole grains. They...

- Provide many of the B vitamins.
- Are higher in protein, vitamin E, zinc, phosphorus, and phytonutrients than their refined, enriched counterparts.
- Are rich in the minerals magnesium and calcium.
- Provide fire or heat (energy) for the body.
- Contain enzymes when prepared properly.
- Are low in fat and help fill you up.
- Taste good and go with almost any meal.
- Are inexpensive.

Grains come in so many varieties that it would be difficult for you not to find a few you enjoy!

In agricultural terms, grains are considered a cereal crop. Here we want to talk about the benefits of whole grains versus refined grains, like those you get in cereal boxes. Sorry, but Fruit Loops and even our beloved Cheerios are not considered whole grains. These cereals are made from whole grains, but are refined into a product that must then be enriched with the nutrients that are lost in the refining process.

**The Whole Thing**

My talented technical editor, dietician Beth DiLuglio, concisely describes whole grains as follows: "Whole grain is literally that: the whole of the grain, without the tougher outer hull removed. Whole-grain products are made from the bran, the germ, and the endosperm. Refined grains are made only from the endosperm." Whole grains can include wheat berries, barley, quinoa, oats, rye, rice, bulgur, and millet. These grains can be purchased in their whole, raw, uncooked state and, with a little preparation, can be brought to life and will provide your body with satisfying nourishment.

When you eat beans and grains, you are feeding yourself starches. Starches make the body warmer. I suggest to my clients that eating should follow nature as closely as possible and should be varied according to the season and your activity levels. For instance, if you live in a place where you have four seasons, you are going to need foods that generate more heat in the winter to help you stay warm.

Have you ever noticed that you usually feel like eating lighter fare in the summer months? That's because heat has a tendency to suppress the appetite, so you can fill up more easily on water-packed foods, such as raw fresh fruits and raw and cooked vegetables, and eat fewer starches and proteins. This type of diet provides many essential minerals and also helps keep you cooler during hot months.
If you are active, you will need more grains for fuel than an inactive person. We'll get into the specifics of customizing your diet in Chapter 6, “Nourishment from the Plant Kingdom.” For now, keep in mind all the benefits that whole grains provide.

**Too, Too Refined**

For a healthful diet, you will want to avoid loading up on refined grain products, such as boxed cereal, breads, muffins, cookies, and pasta. When a grain is in its whole state, it contains enzymes, vitamins, minerals, roughage, and other nutrients that are completely lost when they are processed.

The process of taking a wheat kernel, for example, grinding it down to a powdered flour, mixing it with other ingredients, and finally cooking it at high temperatures to make bread turns the grain into a denatured, processed food. Granted, the manufacturers of bread products enrich the bread with synthetic vitamins, but you are still losing a lot of the intrinsic value gained from eating the grain whole.

I am not telling you to give up bread, but don’t assume this meets your requirements for whole grains for the day. Make sure you have some variety and take care that some of the grains you eat are whole and live.

**It’s Alive!**

What do I mean by “live” grains? I’m glad you asked! When grains are cooked slowly with low heat (a very simple procedure that I’ll explain shortly), the grain comes out of its dormant state and releases enzymes that signal it to grow! It literally comes alive! (We’ll discuss the importance of enzymes in Chapter 6.) This in turn activates other nutrients, so when we eat grain in its live state, it is able to give us its life-nourishing properties. Don’t believe me? Do your own test. Prepare some grain the way I suggest and then take a few kernels and plant them. If you do it correctly, the kernel will grow into a plant. Now that's live food. (It could also put a new twist on the TV commercial for Kentucky Fried Chicken: “Grow kernel, grow kernel!”)

Here's the simplest way to prepare live grains. Before you start, make sure you have a quality thermos bottle. Now you’re ready.

* Choose your favorite grain (my particular favorite is wheat berries).
* Rinse the grain with tepid water.
* Soak in pure or distilled water 10 to 15 hours (it's best to soak in a dish or jar other than plastic).
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Sprouts of Info

If you soak whole grains before you leave for work in the morning and then slow cook them overnight in a thermos, you'll have breakfast waiting for you when you wake up.

- Boil some water.
- Pour some boiling water into the thermos and let it warm up for about five minutes, then empty it back out.
- Fill the thermos about ⅔ full of the soaked grain.
- Fill the rest of the thermos with boiling water.
- Flip the thermos around a bit to get all the grains exposed to the hot water and set in a warm area for about 8 to 10 hours.

When you get up in the morning, empty the contents into a bowl and garnish however you like. The kernels will be warm and should be popped open like they are smiling at you! You can turn these grains into a sweet breakfast cereal or a hearty meal, depending on the toppings you add.

Nuts and Seeds

Nuts are a plant's shell-covered fruit, and a seed is the actual embryo of the plant, but it doesn't usually have a hard shell. The two are closely related and have similar nutritional values. However, there are differences. Most nuts are rich in protein and minerals. They provide the body with an alternate source of protein and are best eaten raw or in a nut butter form.

A sliced apple dipped in cashew butter makes an excellent satisfying snack. I like to eat a handful of whole raw cashews and a banana after a workout—I get my protein, potassium, and calcium, all of which nourish my structural system. And after you spend an hour working out, it's not a bad idea to give your body the nourishment it needs to rebuild strong muscle tissue.

Good for the Glands

Seeds contain the embryo of the plant and so contain everything they need to nourish a growing baby plant. Seeds are concentrated nutrition and can have a therapeutic value as well.

Because seeds are part of a plant's glandular system, they can also be good for our glandular systems. Pumpkin seeds, high in zinc, have been used as an herbal supplement for men with prostate troubles. Flax seeds, rich in essential fatty acids (which are covered in Chapter 5, “Supplements for the Vegetarian”) are used by many, not only to help clean the bowels, but for all sorts of glandular imbalances, from PMS to endometriosis.
Another popular support for the glandular system is evening primrose oil, which is derived from the seeds of the evening primrose flower (Oenothera biennis). Evening Primrose oil is used to help women ease PMS, aid menopausal symptoms, and even to help the pancreas balance blood sugar.

Both nuts and seeds provide these general nutritional benefits:

- They feed us essential fatty acids needed for the circulatory system and brain nourishment.
- They are rich in protein.
- They are concentrated nutrition and therefore can make us feel satisfied.
- They have anticancer properties.

Because nuts and seeds contain natural oils, they should be stored in a cool place to preserve their freshness and to protect the oils from turning rancid. Rancid oils are full of free radicals known to cause cancer. So remember, keep your nuts cool!

**Take Off Your Coat and Stay a While**

A seed is a self-contained unit within a protective coat called a testa. The testa prevents the seed from germinating (growing) at inappropriate times. In other words, if you ripped open a bag of birdseed and it scattered across your kitchen floor, the seeds wouldn’t automatically start sprouting (wouldn’t that be scary?).

Instead, seeds are actually programmed to know when the conditions are just right to begin growth. When they find a place that has soil, water, enough air, and warmth from sunlight, the message goes out and off they go.

That’s great if you’re a seed. What it means for us is that we need to get around a seed’s protective coating, so the best way to eat them is ground up a little, maybe as a nut/seeds butter. If nothing else, make sure you chew seeds thoroughly in order to help digest them.

Sesame seed butter is an excellent example of a nourishing way to consume sesame seeds. When the tiny seeds are ground a bit, it breaks the testa
and exposes the nutrients our bodies are looking for. Because most seeds are small, we have a tendency not to chew them very well, and a seed that is not digested goes right through you and offers no nutritional benefit.

**Fruit Cleansing**

Fruit is such a wonderful food. Fresh fruit is bright and colorful, and bright colors generally make us more cheerful. Fruit is sweet, nice to look at, comes in all different shapes and sizes, and it's nourishing, containing high amounts of water, minerals, vitamins, and enzymes. Plus, it's easily digested.

We use fruit to decorate drinks and other foods, we use fruit to make juices to drink and to sweeten candy, we use fruit skins as natural dyes and their rinds for flavor and nutrients, and we use grapes to make wine. Well, that should make it easy enough for you to incorporate more fruit into your diet, shouldn't it?

And why should you? I'm going to give you just a few of the reasons here. In Chapter 6, you'll find more detail about which fruits to eat and why fruits, when eaten properly, can give you almost all the nourishment you need!

For now you need to know that fruits are the cleansers of the body. Fresh fruits contain elements that are very easy for our body to digest. Food that is quickly digested is quickly eliminated and therefore goes rapidly through the system, cleansing debris from the digestive and intestinal tract along the way. This is what we mean when we say that fruits are cleansing.

This is also why you might get hungry shortly after you eat fruit. Fruit contains fructose, a natural form of sugar. When your blood sugar is increased, it will eventually drop again, triggering hunger. The usable vitamins and minerals contained in fruit are absorbed quickly into the body.

Also, because fruit goes through your system quickly, it basically clears your digestive tract and literally makes way for other foods that are more sustaining. Enjoy fruits, but don't count on them to sustain you unless you have a very clean diet and a system that can survive on frequent snacking on fruit.

Since fruit goes through our system quickly, it is best eaten alone and on an empty stomach. If you are going to eat fruit in the morning, be sure to have something else available to snack on within the next few hours because you will probably be hungry again. A handful of cashews, pumpkin seeds, or raw almonds make a great protein snack an hour or two after you eat a piece of cleansing fruit.

**Build Your Body with Veggies**

Vegetables are the true staple of all types of vegetarian diets. They provide just about all the nutrients you can conceive of. They contain the building blocks your body needs to survive, as long as you keep your diet varied. If I only had one food group to choose from to live off of entirely, it would have to be vegetables.
You should have as many vegetables as you can on any given day. They should be fresh, they can be eaten raw, lightly steamed, baked, or lightly sautéed. They can serve as a main course as a large salad or as a side dish complementing a bean and grain meal. They can also be creatively designed to make a scrumptious veggie sandwich. Try to get at least one or two raw vegetables daily.

Vegetables are processed through the body more slowly than fruits and therefore are more stabilizing to the body. This makes them a good choice for lunch and dinner, when most people need to concentrate on work. One exception to this rule is potatoes, which are better eaten at dinner or when you have some time to relax and hang out. Potatoes contain a high amount of starch that can make you feel sleepy as you digest it. Could this be the origination of the term “couch potato?”

Pyramid Schemes

So now we’ve covered all the wonderful foods that a vegetarian can eat: beans, legumes, grains, nuts, seeds, fruits, and vegetables. Let’s take a look at what this new food pyramid looks like. Remember, this pyramid does not contain any of the optional items most of us eat occasionally, such as sweets and alcohol, and it excludes dairy and eggs. You have to admit though, it still looks pretty fulfilling.

Did you know that the original “Basic Four Food Groups” was created, not as a governmental education tool, but as part of an advertising campaign created by the dairy industry? You probably remember seeing this pyramid in your school nurse’s office or lunchroom. The original pyramid showed an ideal diet that was very heavy in animal flesh and—surprise—dairy products.

I remember sitting in my high school nurse’s office feeling sick one day. As I waited for her, I stared at the food pyramid poster on the wall. The brightly colored photographs showed a pitcher of milk, chunks of cheese, raw meats, and a loaf of white bread, along with a few fruits and vegetables that I barely remember. I wondered how I could be so sick all the time when my diet followed the poster’s recommendations to the letter!

The typical pyramid accepted now by the American Dietetic Association (ADA) for vegetarians allows optional eggs and dairy and follows a much different set of guidelines.
The basic food pyramid that a strict vegetarian or a vegan lives by.

**Daily Food Guide for Vegetarians**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Food Group</th>
<th>Serving Size</th>
<th>What Makes Up a Serving?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Whole grains, bread, cereals, pasta group</td>
<td>6 or more</td>
<td>1 ounce ready-to-eat cereal; 1 cup of dry cereal; 1 slice of bread; ½ bagel, bun, or muffin; ½ cup of cooked pasta or grain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vegetables</td>
<td>4 or more</td>
<td>1 cup raw or ½ cup cooked vegetables</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legumes, nuts, seeds, and meat alternatives</td>
<td>2 to 3</td>
<td>4 ounces of tofu or tempeh; ½ cup of cooked beans; 8 ounces of soy milk; 2 tablespoons of nut butter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(like tofu)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fruit</td>
<td>3 or more</td>
<td>1 piece of fresh fruit; ¾ cup of fruit juice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dairy (optional)</td>
<td>up to 3</td>
<td>low-fat dairy is suggested; 1 cup of skim milk; 1 cup of yogurt; 1½ ounces of cheese</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eggs (optional)</td>
<td>Up to 3 to 4 per week</td>
<td>1 egg or 2 egg whites</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fats, oils, sweets, salt, and alcohol</td>
<td>Use very sparingly</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Here's what the lacto ovo vegetarian food pyramid would look like, following the ADA guidelines:
Why Isn't Chocolate a Vegetable?

Sadly for some, chocolate is not a staple food of the vegetarian. Although some recent studies supported by candy bar makers are proclaiming some health benefits for the naturally occurring antioxidants in chocolate and even touting the benefits of caffeine, we cannot let ourselves get carried away. If most of us weren't already consuming too much caffeine and sugar, these studies would be a lot more useful. However, for the chocolate lover in you, here are a couple of facts to help ease your guilt:

- Studies show that cocoa powder surpasses both green tea and garlic as a protective antioxidant food, and has concentrations of substances that make up proanthocyanidins, which are found in a herbal supplement known as Pycnogenol, used for its antioxidant properties.
- Chocolate contains caffeine, which improves alertness, mental concentration, mood, and overall sense of well-being.

Remember that studies can be presented to make just about anything look valuable, or at least harmless. So if you must eat chocolate, eat it occasionally, for its therapeutic value, of course. Just don't make it a staple food!

Take note here that lacto vegetarians don't have to live chocolate-less! Because most chocolate contains milk products, though, it is excluded from vegan and ovo vegetarian's diets and macrobiotic diets.
Quality in chocolate varies, as does quality in every food, so if you are going to consume it, consider getting quality chocolate from a confectioner. Confectioners that I have talked to (especially when I was living in Belgium and getting the good stuff) seem to love their work and are generally happy to explain to you the chocolate-making process. You might be in for a big surprise once you learn what goes into most commercial chocolates!

The food pyramid most chocolate lovers would like to envision.

**What’s Wrong with Sugar?**

No one says that a vegetarian life can’t be sweet! The good news is that over time, the more you fill your diet with wholesome, natural, satisfying foods, the fewer cravings you will have for refined sugar and refined sugar products. Remember, your body will actually evolve, and your tastes will change in response to a cleaner and cleaner diet. Refined white sugar does not contain any nutritional value for our body. If we were to eat a stalk of sugar cane from Hawaii or a sugar beet in its raw state, we would be able to process the sugar contained within it without much trouble. This is because the other nutrients inherent in the whole food would keep all the elements contained in the food in balance for us.

However, sugar is a product that is refined to its purest form and therefore is devoid of the nutrients that help our bodies break it down. When we consume it, the body must come up with its own nutrients, including the B vitamins and many minerals, to utilize the sugar. What eventually happens is that the sugar depletes the body of its own nutrients. This may eventually lead to many forms of illness and disease.
Don’t Fake the Sweetener

So now you know why you shouldn’t consume a lot of sugar. “That’s okay,” you figure, “I’ll just use a sugar substitute.” Sorry, Charlie, I hate raining on anyone’s parade, but I can show you a pile of studies I have collected on the harmful effects of sugar substitutes. One popular variety is actually a petroleum by-product (I never met anyone who had a petroleum by-product deficiency!). The bottom line is that if you are going to consume sweets, please stick to those that contain a natural form of sugar, even if it is refined sugar, and try to avoid the sugar substitutes. Aspartame has been shown in some studies to be damaging to the central nervous system and some consider it a dangerous toxin. Before you put sugar substitutes in your body, consider checking them out by doing some of your own research first.

Gooey Goods

Most of us like and crave sweets at one time or another, so what can we have in place of nutrient-robbing sugar or its potentially toxic substitutes? Here are some choices that not only are sweet to the taste, but contain nutritional properties:

➤ **Honey.** Raw unfiltered is the best because of its enzymes and nutritional value. Refer to Chapter 3, “Defining Meatless,” for more on this great food.

➤ **Black strap molasses.** This is an excellent and iron-rich food that is actually a by-product of sugar making and contains all the minerals that are extracted from refined sugar.

➤ **Maple syrup.** This can be used as a sweetener on pancakes, in oatmeal, in coffee (if you are used to adding sugar to coffee) and to sweeten homemade soy or rice milk.

➤ **Brown Rice Syrup.** This sweetener is made from brown rice, and contains some vitamins and minerals.

➤ **Barley malt.** This sweetener comes in powder or syrup form.

➤ **Stevia.** We’ll talk about that next.

Stevia: A Good Choice

**Stevia** (*Stevia rebaudiana*) is an herb whose leaves are used to make a sweetener and flavoring agent. It is about 300 times sweeter than refined sugar, so one or two drops equal the taste of a teaspoon of white sugar!

Unlike refined sugar, stevia contains nutrients and seems to increase people’s energy. It has been used therapeutically to help alcoholics, diabetics, and...
those suffering from PMS, smoking withdrawal, stress, and hypoglycemia (low blood sugar). Its nutrients seem to help balance blood sugar levels rather than raising or lowering them; therefore, it is a favorite of both hypoglycemics and diabetics.

Because there has been a lot of controversy over the use of stevia as a sweetener, you might find that it, as well as cookbooks or books about its use, are hard to find. Its safety has been questioned based on the results of one rat study that showed (inconclusively) that it might interfere with the rats' reproductive cycle.

I suggest that before you decide on which sweetener you want to use, do some research on aspartame and then on stevia and come to your own conclusions. Keep in mind that some large corporations have a vested interest in the production of aspartame and other synthetic chemicals. Before you take the word of any study, find out who funded it.

**Yes, Beer and Wine Are Vegetarian Foods**

Finally, let's cover the issue of alcohol. We all know that an excess of alcohol (or almost any substance, for that matter) is detrimental to health. Abuse of alcohol kills brain cells, is hard on the liver and kidneys, and atrophies the muscles. We definitely do not want to abuse this substance.

Recent studies, however, have shown that a little alcohol in the diet not only might not be harmful, but also can be beneficial! Wine, for example, contains a substance called pyruvate, or pyruvic acid, that is found in apple skins, cheese, and grape skins. Some studies show that this substance may be beneficial to our circulatory system, structural system and may even help blood sugar utilization, although more conclusive studies are needed to be sure.

A little beer is known to be a mild depressant, which makes you feel relaxed. The same hops used in brewing beer are used as an herbal supplement because of their relaxing effects on the central nervous system. Beer also serves as a diuretic and can help flush the kidneys. So when it comes to alcohol, the secret is to use it in moderation, as in all things, and remember to enjoy life, be healthy, relax, and have fun!

---

**The Least You Need to Know**

- Beans are a fibrous, protein-rich food that can serve as the main course of a vegetarian meal.
- Grains are best in their whole state, slow cooked to retain nutritional value.
- Fruits are a cleansing food and should be eaten on an empty stomach.
- Nuts and seeds build the body and are best eaten as butters or chewed well to obtain full value.
- There is room for sweets and alcohol in a meatless diet.
Supplements for the Vegetarian

In This Chapter

- Understand why some fats are essential
- Learn why you need B12
- Discover how to supplement safely with iron
- Learn the importance of herbs for health
- See how to use herbs in a variety of ways

It is difficult to obtain everything your body needs for optimum health on any modern diet, meatless or otherwise. Today, even those who eat the most healthful of foods still require some form of nutritional supplementation either on a regular basis or for additional aid during occasional health challenges. Everyone’s specific nutritional requirements are different.

At the least we have some helpful boundaries to follow. You are no doubt familiar with the traditional Recommended Daily Allowances (RDA), which lists the average amounts of nutrients needed to prevent a deficiency. Soon you’ll be seeing updates on food labels that will include Daily Reference Intake figures, which supply a little more detail. You also might start seeing something called tolerable upper intake levels (UL), which tell you the maximum amount of some nutrients you can safely take.

But still, at best, these are general guidelines for average people, for average health. Too bad we are not all average. Eating your best to get all the nutrients you need on a daily basis can require almost as much effort as a macrobiotic or vegan lifestyle requires! Fortunately you can get a little help through some forms of concentrated nutrition, also known as supplementation.
How much and what types of supplements you use will be as individual as you are. Please work with a guide trained in vegetarian nutrition, herbal supplementation, and holistic healthcare to come up with a game plan. Now let’s take a look at meatless sources, for both food and supplements, that will let you get all of the nutrients you might need.

The Essential Fats

Everyone talks about cutting out fat from the diet these days, but what you might not realize is that there are dietary fats that are good for you. We know that at least two of them are essential to your health, and in fact that’s what they’re called: essential fatty acids (EFAs). Your body cannot produce them on its own, so they must be provided in the diet. The good news is that these fatty acids can be found in a variety of nuts, seeds, fruits, and vegetables, as well as in vegetarian supplements.

We really need to concern ourselves with getting only two of these fatty acids: alpha linolenic acid, an Omega 3 fatty acid, and linoleic acid, an Omega 6 fatty acid. When you supply both of these to your body, it can then synthesize the other “conditionally essential” fatty acids on its own. (Isn’t the body amazing?) If either of these two EFAs is missing in the diet, their by-products may then become “conditionally essential” in the diet.

Conditionally essential means that there are times when the body cannot make enough for your needs. Essential fatty acids provide the following general health benefits. They help ...

- Support the immune system.
- Balance body chemistry.
- Improve blood circulation and vascular dilation.
- Protect against heart disease.
- Balance hormones and eicosanoid (EPA) production.
- Regulate cholesterol levels.
- Regulate blood clotting, blood pressure, and heart rate.

The essential and conditionally essential fatty acids have been used therapeutically for overcoming some of these problems:

- Allergies
- Arthritis
- Asthma
- Cancer
- High blood pressure
- Hyperactivity
- Infertility
- Inflammation
Eczema
Glaucoma
Hair health
Headaches
Heart disease
Low infant IQ
Lupus
Menstrual difficulty
Migraines
Premenstrual syndrome
Skin health

Veggie Soup for the Soul

Omega 3s and Omega 6s include groups of essential fatty acids with differing chemical makeup. If you supplement with essential fatty acids, you need to make sure you provide a balance between them. Not all supplements will tell you which is which, so here’s the breakdown. The Omega 3 group contains alpha-linolenic acid (LNA) (essential), eicosapentaenoic acid (EPA), and docosahexaenoic acid (DHA). The Omega 6 group includes linolenic acid (essential), gamma-linolenic acid (GLA), and arachidonic acid. Just make sure you get some of each.

See? We do need fats after all! However, do be wary of one very bad fat known as “trans fat,” seen on labels as “hydrogenated” or “partially hydrogenated” oils. These oils can be found in all deep-fried foods (heating oils to high temperatures causes this chemical change). Trans fats are not found in significant amounts in nature except in meat and dairy products. The body can’t use them properly and they interfere with production of good fatty acids, cell membranes, and apparently even with brain development. Pregnant women should avoid trans fats—they are found in fried foods, commercial snacks (hydrogenated oils), and most margarines.

The following table shows how you, as a nonmeat-eater, can get the fatty acids you need, provided you don’t have a problem with fish or egg sources.

Sprouts of Info

Monounsaturated fatty acids, or Omega 9 fatty acids, are also very important and are good for our skin and circulatory system, and even used to help prevent cancer. Good sources include olive oil, peanut oil, nuts, and avocados.